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amble Walk or move at a slow, relaxed pace.
They ambled along the riverbank.

ambulate Walk about; not be bedridden or incapable of walking.
People who make use of crutches to ambulate.

canter Ride at a canter.
They cantered down into the village.

crossroad A junction where one street or road crosses another.

drift Cause to be carried by a current.
Excited voices drifted down the hall.

gad Go from place to place in the pursuit of pleasure.
He had heard that I was gadding about with an airline stewardess.

gait A person’s manner of walking.
The easy gait of an athlete.

gallivant Wander aimlessly in search of pleasure.
She quit her job to go gallivanting around the globe.

hike A long walk or walking tour.
Roy hiked up his trousers to reveal his socks.

jog A spell of jogging.
Jog along the canal.

jogger A person who jogs as a form of physical exercise.
Sporty types in joggers.

jogging Denoting a garment designed to be worn while jogging.
Jogging bottoms.

lope A smooth three-beat gait; between a trot and a gallop.
They set off at a fast lope.

mincing Affectedly dainty in manner or gait; effeminate (typically used of a man.
I don t have to go through the rest of my life with that mincing voice of yours.
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pace Regulate or set the pace of.
The story rips along at a cracking pace.

plod Work slowly and perseveringly at a dull task.
Mules plodded in a circle around a grindstone.

promenade Take a promenade through a place.
People began to promenade the streets.

ramble An aimless amble on a winding course.
Willy rambled on about Norman archways.

rambling
(of e.g. speech and writing) tending to depart from the main point or cover a
wide range of subjects.
Scott s letter was long and rambling.

roam (of a person’s eyes or hands) pass lightly over something without stopping.
Did you get to explore the city or have a roam around Bath.

rove Travel constantly without a fixed destination; wander.
A new exhibit will electrify campuses on its national rove.

saunter A leisurely walk (usually in some public place.
Adam sauntered into the room.

stray An animal that has strayed especially a domestic animal.
She was killed by a stray bullet.

stride Bestride.
Great strides have been made towards equality.

stroller Someone who walks at a leisurely pace.
A little stroller taps on the window and cups his hands in a begging gesture.

trudge
Walk slowly and with heavy steps, typically because of exhaustion or harsh
conditions.
She trudged through blinding snow.

walk A person s manner of walking.
You can walk in 21 000 acres of moorland.

walker A shoe designed for comfortable walking.
A fell walker.

walking Close enough to be walked to.
Walking distance.

wander An act or instance of wandering.
I wandered through the narrow streets.
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